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ABSTRACT :

KEYWORDS :

 WOMEN IN THE VEDIC AND THE POST VEDIC PERIODS:

(i) Freedom Enjoyed By Women:

(ii) Equal Educational opportunities for women:

he status of Women in Ancient India. We need to talk about the position of Women amid the Vedic, post 
Vedic and the epic time frame with a specific end goal to get a full photo of the status of Women in Tantiquated India. Women amid the early Vedic period delighted in equivalent status with men in all parts of 

life. Works by old Indian grammarians, for example, Patanjali and Katyayana recommend that Women were 
instructed in the early Vedic period. Rigvedic verses propose that Women wedded at a develop age and were 
presumably allowed to choose their own particular spouses in a practice called swayamvar or live-in relationship 
called Gandharva marriage. Sacred texts, for example, the Rig Veda and Upanishads specify a few Women sages 
and soothsayers, quite Gargi and Maitreyi. In roughly 500 B.C., the status of Women started to decay. In spite of 
the fact that change developments, for example, Jainism permitted Women to be admitted to religious requests, 
all things considered Women in India confronted control and limitations. The act of kid relational unions is 
accepted to have begun around the 6th century. Couple of writings exist that particularly manage the part of 
Women a vital special case is the Stri Dharma Paddhati of Tryambakayajvan, an authority at Thanjavur c. 1730. 
The  incorporates strictures on Women' conduct going back to the Apastamba sutra (c. fourth century BCE).

Women in Ancient India ,old Indian grammarians ,Indian social convention .

The Indian social convention starts with the Vedas. It is for the most part trusted that the Vedic period is 
spread over from 300 BC to 600 B.C. Some broad perceptions and wide speculation must be made with respect to 
the status of Women amid this inconceivable period.

The level of flexibility given to Women to participate out in the open exercises shows the way of the 
status delighted in by Women amid Vedic period. Women never watched "purdah". They delighted in 
opportunity. They appreciated flexibility in choosing their male accomplice. They could instruct themselves 
Widows were allowed to remarry. Separation was however not reasonable to them. Indeed, even men did not 
have the privilege to separate their spouses. Women were given finished opportunity in family matters and were 
dealt with as "Ardhanginis". 

Little girls were never abuseed albeit male kids were liked to female youngsters. They additionally got 
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STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANCIENT INDIA

instruction like young men and experienced the "Brahmaachary" teach including the "Upanayana" custom. 
Women concentrated the Vedic writing like men and some of them like Lopamudra, Ghosa and Sikata-Nivavari 
figure among the writers of the vedic songs. Numerous young Women in well-to-do families used to be given a 
considerable lot of training down to about B.C 300. 

Marriage in the Vedic period was viewed as a social and religious obligation and joined the couple on an 
equivalent plundering. Women had the privilege to remain old maids for the duration of their life. Marriage was 
not coercively forced on them Child relational unions were obscure. Young Women were given in marriage 
simply after pubescence that as well subsequent to finishing their instruction Women had the privilege to 
choose their life-accomplices. 

Frequently there were likewise cherish relational unions called "Gandharva vivaha". Monogamy was the 
type of marriage amid the Vedic days. Re-marriage of dowagers was permitted. These are various references to 
custom of "Niyoga" where a sibling or the closest relative of an expired spouse could wed the dowager with the 
consent of the seniors. 

Niyoga was generally honed to acquire a youngster for proceeding with the family custom. Fix Veda 
perceived the privilege of an old maid to acquire her dad's property. The act of "Sati" is no where said in the Rig-
Veda. The act of taking settlement was there yet it was just typical. It had not developed as a social malice. 

In family matters, however the custom and convention put the spouse with more noteworthy powers in 
the administration of the family unit, still in many regards they were viewed as equivalent of their husbands. 
Both a couple were viewed as the joint leaders of the family unit. The spouse was however anticipated that 
would be submissive to the husband helping him in the execution of his obligations including the religious ones.

Vedic Women had financial flexibility. A few Women were occupied with educating work. Home was the 
place of generation. Turning and weaving of garments were done at home. Women likewise helped their spouses 
in agrarian perfectionists. 

Women rights were especially constrained in acquiring property. A wedded girl had no partake in her 
dad's property however every old maid was qualified for one-fourth share of patrimony got by her siblings. 
Women had control over blessings and property and so forth got by a lady at the season of marriage however the 
majority of the family property was under the control and administration of the patriarch. 

As a spouse, a lady had no immediate partake in her better half's property. Be that as it may, a neglected 
spouse was qualified for 1/third of her better half's riches. A dowager was required to lead a parsimonious life 
and had no partake in her better half's property. Therefore it could be summed up that the social circumstance 
was not for Women having property but then security was given to them as little girls and spouses. 

In the religious field, spouse delighted in full rights and routinely took an interest in religious functions 
with her better half. Religious services and relinquishes were performed mutually by the spouse and the wife. 
Women even partook effectively in religious talks. There was no bar for Women to peruse or concentrate any of 
our hallowed writing. 

Women could sparkle as debaters in broad daylight congregations. They typically involved an 
unmistakable place in parties however they were denied section, into the "Sabhas" on the grounds that these 
spots other than being utilized for taking political choices were additionally utilized for betting, drinking and such 
others purposes. Women' support out in the open gatherings and civil arguments, in any case, turned out to be 

(iii) Position of Women in Matters Relating To Marriage and Family Affairs:

(iv) Economic Production and occupational Freedom:

(v) Property Rights and Inheritance:

(vi) Role in the Religious Field:

ROLE OF WOMEN IN PUBLIC LIFE:
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less and less regular in later Vedic period. 
It might hence be inferred that in Vedic India, Women did not appreciate a substandard status rather 

they possessed a noteworthy place. They had plentiful rights in the social and the religious fields and constrained 
rights in the financial and the political fields. They were not regarded as mediocre or subordinate but rather 
equivalent to men. 

The Women of Epic India delighted in a noteworthy position at home. Both Ramayana and Mahabharata 
Epics had given a respectable place for Women; Women had been known as the base of Dharma, flourishing and 
happiness in both the sagas. We find unlimited references of the statement of strength, solid self discipline and 
valor of Women like Kaikeye, Sita, Rukmani, Satyabhama, Sabitri, Draupadi and others. 

The Ramayana is a superb representation for the Hindu perfect womanhood, it commends the 
estimation of "Pativratya" and romanticizes womanhood as a standout amongst the most revered parts of our 
legacy. The Mahabharata likewise traces the obligations and the demeanor of the spouse to the husband. 
Women during the Period of Dharmashatras and Purans:

Amid the time of Dharmashastras and puranas the status of Women progressively declined and 
experienced a noteworthy change. The young Women were denied of formal instruction Daughters were viewed 
as peons. Opportunity of Women was diminished. Children were given more weightage than little Girls were 
kept from taking in the Vedas and getting to be Brahma charinis. 

Manu, the law provider of Indian culture gave the announcement that Women must be under father 
amid adolescence, under her significant other amid youth and under her child amid seniority". At no stage might 
she merit flexibility. Be that as it may he adjusted this with the announcement that a general public in which the 
lady was not regarded would be d to punishment. 

Because of the different confinements forced on the flexibility of Women a few issues began sneaking in. 
In the social fields, pre-adolescence marriage came to be drilled, dowager remarriage was restricted, spouse was 
given the status of God for a lady, instruction was completely denied to lady, custom of "Sati" turned out to be 
progressively pervasive, purdah framework came into vogue and routine of polygyny came to be endured. 

In the financial field a lady was completely denied a partake in her better half's property by keeping up 
that a spouse and a slave can't possess property. In the religious field, she was taboo to offer penances and 
supplications, rehearse compensation and embrace journeys.

Prabhati Mukharjee, the disavowed humanist has recognized a few purposes behind the low status of 
Women in post Vedic period. These reasons are inconvenience of Brahmanical severities on the whole society, 
unbending limitations forced by the standing framework and the joint family framework, absence of instructive 
offices for Women, presentation of the non-Aryan spouse into the Aryan house hold and remote intrusions. 

The status of Women enhanced a bit of amid the Buddhist time frame however there was no gigantic 
change. A portion of the rigidities and confinements forced by the rank framework were casual. Buddha lectured 
fairness and he attempted to enhance the social, instructive and religious statuses of Women. Amid the 
kindhearted administer of the renowned Buddhist rulers, for example, Chandragupta Maurya, Ashoka, Sri 
Harsha and others, Women recaptured a piece of their lost opportunity and status due to the moderately 
progressive Buddhist rationality. 

Women were limited to residential work as well as they could depend on an instructive profession in the 
event that they so coveted. In the religious field Women came to possess a particularly predominant place. 
Women were allowed to wind up "Sanyasis". Numerous Women played a main part in Buddhist ascetic life, 
Women had their sangha called the Bhikshuni Sangha, which was guided purchase an indistinguishable tenets 
and directions from these of the friars. The sangha opened to them roads of social exercises and social 

STATUS OF WOMEN DURING THE EPIC PERIOD:

FACTORS THAT CAUSED THE DEGRADATION OF WOMEN:

WOMEN IN THE BUDDHIST PERIOD:
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administration and abundant open doors for open life. Their political and monetary status however stayed 
unaltered.

The Medieval (Period between 500 A. D to 1500 A.D) ended up being exceptionally baffling for the Indian 
Women, for their status additionally crumbled amid this period. Muslim intrusion of India altered the course of 
Indian history. The convergence of remote intruders and the Brahmanical press laws were fundamental driver 
for such debasement. 

To the extent a lady was concerned, her flexibility was diminished, learning of the sacred writings as well 
as even letters was denied to her and her status was decreased to that of a member on man. Standing laws ruled 
the whole social life dowager remarriage and levirate's were prohibited. Women couldn't acquire property. 
Young Women were dealt with more as weights or liabilities than as resources. 

Additionally the status of Women decreased to the status of slaves amid medieval period. The Women 
confronted numerous issues, for example, kid marriage purdah framework, routine of Sati and so forth. All 
through the medieval period, the status of Women continued declining. 

Notwithstanding, amid the fourteenth and fifteenth hundreds of years, the social circumstance had 
experienced some change Ramanujacharya composed the primary Bhakti Movement amid this period which 
presented new patterns in the social and the religious existence of Women in India. The immense holy people 
like chaitanya, Nanak, Kabir and others battled for the privileges of Women to religious love. Truly the Bhakti 
Movement opened the door of religious opportunity to Women. Subsequently of this opportunity, they secured 
certain social flexibility too. The purdah framework was nullified Women could leave their families to go to 
pravachanas, Krirtans, Bhajans, et cetera. 

The framework "Grihashram" of Bhakti Movement did not allow holy people to take to sanyas without 
the assent of spouse. This condition gave some critical appropriate to Women. The holy people of the Bhakti 
Movement urged Women to peruse religious books and to teach themselves. 

Along these lines the Bhakti development gave another life to Women yet this development did not get 
any change the monetary structure of the general public and consequently Women kept on holding low status in 
the general public'. The recovery of "Sati" the preclusion of remarriage, the spread of "Purdah" and the more 
prominent commonness of polygamy made her position terrible. Consequently there was a boundless crevice 
between the status of lady in the early Vedic period and that in the Medieval period and onwards.

We need to talk about the position of Women amid the Vedic, post Vedic and the epic time frame with a 
specific end goal to get a full photo of the status of Women in antiquated India. In spite of the fact that change 
developments, for example, Jainism permitted Women to be admitted to religious requests, all things 
considered Women in India confronted control and limitations. The level of flexibility given to Women to 
participate out in the open exercises shows the way of the status delighted in by Women amid Vedic period. 
Young Women were given in marriage simply after pubescence that as well subsequent to finishing their 
instruction Women had the privilege to choose their life-accomplices. Notwithstanding, amid the fourteenth 
and fifteenth hundreds of years, the social circumstance had experienced some change Ramanujacharya 
composed the primary Bhakti Movement amid this period which presented new patterns in the social and the 
religious existence of Women in India.

1. "Women in history". nrcw.nic.in. National Resource Center for Women. Archived from the original on 19 June 
2009. Retrieved 24 December 2006.
2. Rao, Mamta (2008). Law relating to women and children (3rd ed.). Lucknow: Eastern Book Co. ISBN 
9788170121329. ...women and the protection provided under various criminal, personal and labour laws in 
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Status of women in the Medieval India:
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